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To date, work on bandwidth brokers has focused more on
implementation — signaling protocols and maintaining databases
of network state [6, 7, 8, 9]. In accordance with the DiffServ
philosophy, these mechanisms are designed for admission control
and resource reservation of aggregate flows of traffic. While
developing management mechanisms is critical, these mechanisms
only ensure that once a session has been established, the quality of
an ongoing session — e.g. low latency — will be adequately
maintained. For some QoS applications, however, there are user
expectations in session initialization.
Consider VoIP. Maintaining a low latency connection is
necessary, but it does not achieve the QoS standards set by the
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). When a user picks
up a phone, the user expects not only that the connection request
will be granted with near certainty but also that the session will be
established in negligible time. Such high performance is achieved
with an architecture consisting of devices finely tuned to the sole
task of serving voice connections.
Instead of optimizing the hardware throughout the IP
network, to achieve comparable performance in an IP network, we
propose separating admission control and resource provisioning —
a pair of control decisions typically done together in circuit
switched networks. By separate we mean the two control
decisions occur asynchronously. We argue resource provisioning
should be done in bulk, but it should be done in anticipation of
resources needed in the near future. We maintain that admission
control should be distributed to meet session initialization
requirements. Then, when call requests eventually arrive, the
required resources will either be reserved or not and an immediate
admission decision may be made upon a request arrival at an
ingress into a mesh of peering ASes.
Since connections have in-session QoS requirements, good
admission decisions require some mechanism for such a
distributed admission control to determine what resources have
been provisioned within the network. Ensuring in-session QoS
using distributed admission control is not the focus of this paper.
This paper presents the design and evaluation of a distributed
resource provisioning scheme engineered to complement a
distributed admission control.
While statistics are collected to forecast near-future
bandwidth demands, no specific traffic models are inherently
integral to our heuristic scheme. Nonetheless, to quantitatively
evaluate the performance of our heuristic, we consider our scheme
under traditional teletraffic models and estimators.
While work has been done to determine what services should
be requested in an SLA and how often the parameters of an SLA
should be adjusted [10, 11, 12, 13], to the best of the authors'
knowledge [14] is only one other scheme designed to make SLA
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a dynamic Service Level Agreement (SLA)
negotiation scheme between peer autonomous systems (ASes) that
implement DiffServ per domain behaviors. For concreteness, we
tailor our scheme to account for the needs of VoIP transport across
multiple ASes. We present a heuristic but computationally simple
and distributed scheme that uses traffic statistics to forecast the
near-future demand. Our scheme provides a statistical guarantee
on the renegotiation frequency and blocking probability.
Simulations demonstrate that it achieves more efficient usage of
the reserved bandwidth than would be accomplished by using the
de facto static SLA negotiation schemes.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since its introduction in 1995, Voice over IP (VoIP) has
enjoyed increasing popularity. Indeed, several privately managed
VoIP networks have existed since as early as 1999, e.g. iBasis and
ITXC are examples of currently active VoIP service.
Developments in forwarding behavior such as Differentiated
Services (DiffServ) provide the forwarding-plane building blocks
necessary for supporting delay-sensitive applications like VoIP [1,
2, 3]. In this paper we consider privately managed IP networks that
support, in addition to best effort, the Expedited Forwarding (EF)
packet treatment which specifies that the service rate of an EF
aggregate must exceed the arrival rate of the EF aggregate at a
router [4].
Since an individual IP network often uses proprietary QoS
mechanisms, it can only provide global connectivity if it has a
globally comprehensive coverage of points of presence. The more
scalable approach is to provide global coverage by peering with
other privately managed IP networks. Thus a VoIP connection
may be carried across multiple distinct parties participating in
peer-to-peer arrangements. Each autonomous system (AS)
determines the forwarding treatment of its packets.
To ensure desired end-to-end forwarding treatment, each AS
has a logical entity called a bandwidth broker [5] which negotiates
with brokers of its peer ASes to determine how much of an
aggregate class of traffic an AS is willing to carry on behalf of its
peer ASes. The bandwidth a broker B can allocate depends on the
internal resources within B's own AS and the amount of bandwidth
B's next hop ASes have agreed to provide for B's traffic. The
resulting bilateral business contracts are called Service Level
Agreements (SLA).
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function of premium bandwidth is elastic up to its requested
demand.
Additionally, maximizing utilization means sending as much
premium traffic over reserved resources as possible. An AS can
always serve best effort traffic with spare premium bandwidth;
financial prudence, however, prescribes using as much premium
bandwidth for premium traffic as possible.
To capture delays in exchanging SLA messages as well as
delays due to resource allocation decisions, a deterministic amount
of time τ elapses between the time when the bandwidth broker
sends its request for more bandwidth and the time when the broker
is notified that its request has been activated. Such a τ need not be
the same for all SLA transactions. It is meant as a worst case
bound on the time or a bound that holds true with some
confidence. For simplicity, we assume the time τ is the same for
all SLA transactions.
With this model, we seek to develop a dynamic SLA update
strategy that accomplishes three goals:

adjustments with low blocking probability of connections as an
objective. That scheme, however, makes adjustments at regular
time intervals; it does not allow for a dynamically adaptive update
frequency. By relaxing a deterministic update frequency constraint
to a statistical one, we allow occasional violations in a bound on
the update frequency to accommodate atypical surges in demand
while still limiting excessively frequent updates in the long run.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we formulate the VoIP provisioning problem between two peering
ASes. In Section 3, we discuss features any good solution should
have and, with these features in mind, construct our scheme. In
section 4, we apply traditional telephony traffic models to our
formulation. In Section 5, we describe simulation results. The
primary motivation for simulation was to determine how well the
scheme worked in a multi-AS network where each pair of ASes
asynchronously managed their peering links. In section 6 we
conclude with future directions.

2. VoIP PROBLEM FORMULATION

1.

We assume that EF forwarding is achieved through priority
queues [4]. Strict priority forwarding isolates voice traffic from
non-voice traffic. Thus, we consider a network that carries only
voice traffic. The core of the network consists of a mesh of
DiffServ ASes. We use the term DiffServ AS to refer to an AS that
provides DiffServ forwarding. Customer stub networks are
connected to autonomous systems that serve as ingresses into the
DiffServ core. Users in one stub network wish to establish voice
sessions with users in another stub network. We assume that
interdomain routing is fixed.
We assume that the only end-to-end requirement of voice
connection is an effective bandwidth with EF forwarding.
Consequently we make the simplification that brokers negotiate in
units of connections. This assumption appears somewhat
questionable since only aggregate forwarding equivalence classes
may be discerned on an inter-AS link. Many current VoIP
implementations follow the H.323 standards that have the option
of performing PSTN functions such as link-by-link admission
control through entities called gatekeepers [15]. One possibility is
to require a VoIP call to register with an AS's broker after it has
been admitted into the network and de-register when it leaves.
Thus, a connection does not have to make itself known to all the
ASes it traverses before it can begin transmitting packets.
Moreover, note that the bandwidth broker need not keep a record
of an individual call. The broker requires only maintaining the
total number of active calls. The count can be incremented and
decremented as calls come and go.
We do not explore the question of how many connections a
transit AS should choose to transport. We assume that an AS
employs an admission and intradomain provisioning strategy that
ensures that whatever amount of traffic an AS agrees to carry, it
will manage to provide the requested service with high likelihood.
It is reasonable to assume this since the simple but inefficient over
provisioning strategy, which is commonly used now, will work.
Instead, as explained in the introduction, we explore the
complementary question of how many connections should an AS
request its downstream neighbor carry on its behalf.
Since we are designing an algorithm that maximizes the
utilization of reserved resources, the client AS should always
request resources it anticipates it will use in the near future
whether or not its next-hop neighbor can lease the requested
capacity. In other words, a client AS's increase in utility as a
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2.
3.

The long-term average number of admitted connections
is maximized
A connection is not admitted into an ingress AS, if the
required bandwidth is not available end-to-end.
The strategy accomplishes the previous goals with the
least over-provisioning.

3. ADJUSTING THE SLA
We now discuss criteria that we deem any reasonable strategy
must meet in addition to the goals stated at the end of Section 2.
For now, assume the arrival process is stationary with time; we
address time inhomogeneity at the end of this section. We first
consider two peering ASes and assume all VoIP calls are initiated
in one AS and destined for the other. We consider how the client
AS should adjust its SLA with its peering AS. The bi-directional
case where the two ASes are transporting each other's traffic is a
superposition of two instances of the previous case. The
provisioning decisions over an entire network of ASes is the
superposition of the provisioning decisions made in a two-peer
scenario since inter-AS links are managed asynchronously.
An AS has incentive to request bandwidth in bulk from its
neighbors because it is reasonable to assume some fixed cost —
processing time and messaging overhead — is incurred every time
bandwidth is requested and allocated. If connection requests
arrive frequently enough, it makes sense to pre-provision for the
future arrivals by requesting resources prior to the arrivals. Thus,
it is desirable to build into the strategy a means to control the
frequency at which bandwidth agreements are updated. To be
precise, an update should occur no sooner than some specified
time T with some specified confidence p. On the other hand, more
frequent but smaller bandwidth adjustment requests result in more
cost-effective use of the allocated bandwidth.
Thus, the strategy should dynamically update a resource
request schedule for each bandwidth broker based on anticipated
demand. By schedule we mean a rule for deciding when a
bandwidth broker should request more bandwidth or return
bandwidth, as well as for deciding how much bandwidth to request
or return. We call the observed number of active connections at
which a bandwidth request is made an update state. We use the
word ``state'' for convenience; the true state of the system is not
completely specified by the number of active connections. When
the number of active calls equals update state then new quota calls
are allocated, if that bandwidth is available. This quota assignment
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Figure 1. Schedule for Requesting Bandwidth
\
Figure 3. History Stack
To account for time inhomogeneity in the call arrival process
we maintain a ``history stack'' of all downgrade states and
corresponding downgrade quotas to use if the call arrival process
were to stop. We do not keep the entire history. In the example
stack shown in Figure 3 the current number of active calls is
between 21 and 39. If the number of active calls reaches the
current upgrade state of 40 calls, then a new upgrade state and
corresponding quota is computed based on the current arrival
statistics. This pair is pushed onto the top of the stack and the
current upgrade and current downgrade state are appropriately redesignated. Similarly the current quota, the quota corresponding
to the next upgrade, and the quota corresponding to the next
downgrade are also re-designated. If the number of active
connections drops to the current downgrade state, the current
upgrade state and corresponding upgrade quota are popped off of
the stack and the current upgrade state, downgrade state, current
upgrade quota, current quota, and current downgrade quota are all
re designated.
Thus in moving down the ``history stack'' the schedule reapplies previously computed update states and quotas. New
information is incorporated in computing the next upgrade state
and quota for only upgrade events. The five pointers shown in
Figure 3 always maintain the same relative positions with respect
to each other. The current upgrade state and quota always point to
the entry at the top of the stack.
Note that in the example, the pair (10,15) corresponds to the
initial upgrade state and initial quota. The update state of 0 is used
so that if there are ever no active calls then the SLA should be
reset to its initial value. The update state of -1 is used to prevent a
downgrade in quota below the initial quota.
We decided to reuse previously computed update/quota pairs
for downgrades based off of empirically measured daily demand
profile of voice traffic which tends to be low in the morning; peak
mid-day; and then decline thereafter. Using previous
computations for downgrades yields a more conservative approach
in returning bandwidth since the true arrival rate at the time of a
downgrade is likely to be less than the arrival rate used to compute
the subsequent update state after the downgrade. Upgrade events,
on the other hand, probably indicate the arrival rate is increasing,
and so the next update state should be computed based on the most
current estimate of the arrival rate.

Figure 2. Schedule for Returning Bandwidth
rule holds true whether the number of active calls reaches update
state from below or from above. This schedule should be such that
it simultaneously minimizes processing time per connection and
maximizes allocated bandwidth utilization.
The schedule should also account for the deterministic
amount of time τ required to allocate new bandwidth. Connection
admission requests do not cease to arrive, during this
reconfiguration period. Thus, it is reasonable for an AS to request
more bandwidth early enough so that there is low likelihood of
running out of bandwidth before its neighbors can grant more
bandwidth. To be precise, the schedule should be such that an AS
requests for more bandwidth when the current number of admitted
connections is such that in time τ with some specified confidence q
the number of connection requests will not exceed the current
number of allocated connections.
Figure 1 graphically represents a schedule. Let {Ni} denote
the sequence of allocated quotas of bandwidths. The i+1th quota
Ni+1 is requested when the number of admitted connections reaches
the ith update state ni. Note there is a buffer bandwidth, bi, between
the ith update state and the ith quota to account for the delay τ in
making an SLA adjustment.
To minimize underutilization of allocated bandwidth, we also
require a strategy for returning any unused bandwidth to a
neighbor. If bandwidth is freed prematurely and enough new calls
arrive, recently returned bandwidth will have to be re-requested.
Recall we already have an update frequency defined by the
parameters p and T. We choose update states at which to release
bandwidth in a manner consistent with the desired update
frequency.
Figure 2 graphically represents the schedule for returning
bandwidth. If the last connection quota is Ni, we do not decrement
the quota to Ni-1 unless the number of connections falls to ni-2.
Recall ni-2 denotes the update point to request a new quota of Ni-1.
The next update state is ni-1 and the quota requested for that state is
Ni. Recall ni-1 was chosen so that starting from ni-2 we will reach
ni-1 no sooner than in time T with confidence p. Thus, if the
number of connections drops to ni-2 but begins to increase again,
we will not request for bandwidth that was returned no sooner than
in time T with confidence p. We refer to update states that
correspond to an increase in quota to be upgrade states and update
states that correspond to a decrease in quota to be downgrade
states.
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4. A MODEL FOR CALL SOURCES
For convenience we rely on traditional telephony models to
numerically compute a schedule. Denote the number of active
connections at time t as Xt. We model the connection arrival
process as a Poisson arrival process with rate λ. Studies show that
arrival rate of calls in the Common Channel Signaling Network is
well described by a time-inhomogeneous Poisson process (e.g.,
[16]). We assume that although λ may vary with time that it does
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not do so very rapidly and proceed to compute the schedule
assuming that λ is fixed.
We wish to determine how much bandwidth to request to
ensure a specified blocking probability and specified update
frequency probability. We do not focus on blocks due to saturated
downstream link capacity. That is a network dimensioning
concern. We wish to minimize avoidable blocks — blocks that
occur due to poorly scheduled update requests.
Holding times are i.i.d. exponentially distributed random
variables with rate µ. The holding time of voice calls are
effectively approximated by an exponential random variable with a
mean of 3 to 5 minutes (e.g., [17]).
Thus, Xt evolves as an M/M/∞ queue. For now, we are not
concerned with estimating λ and µ. We assume both vary slowly
enough that they may be estimated accurately in deriving the
schedule. We use the MLE estimator over small time intervals.
We continue with the simple case where the core DiffServ
network consists of two peering ASes. Each AS serves one stub
network, and there is demand for connections from one stub
network to the other. We wish to calculate a schedule for the
ingress AS to request and return bandwidth from its downstream
neighbor given the traffic parameters µ and λ and the given
parameters T, τ, p, and q as defined in Section 3.
We recursively calculate the update states ni with n0 = 0.
Denote the first passage time to state m as Tm.

bk = min{m : P(Xτ < m + nk | X0 = nk) ≥ q}.
To perform the above computations, we require the transition
probabilities of an M/M/∞ queue. Recall that Xt denotes the
number of active calls at time t.
Given the number of active calls Xt' at time t', we can express
the number of active calls at time t+t' as the sum of two
independent random variables, N(t,t') and Y(t,t'). N(t,t') denotes
the number of the calls out of the Xt' that are still active after the
time t, and Y(t,t') denotes the number of calls that arrived between
the time of t' and t+t' that are still active at time t'+t. N(t,t') is
distributed binomially with parameters Xt' and exp(-µt). Y(t,t') is
Poisson with rate λ/µ(1−exp(-µt))
To simplify calculations we approximate both the Binomial
and Poisson components with Gaussian random variables.
Furthermore, we take τ to be orders of magnitude smaller than µ-1,
thus we keep only the first order terms of the Taylor expansion of
the terms e-µτ. Applying these simplifications we obtain the
following recursive update schedule
µY = λ/µ(1−)
µnk = nkµ(1− µτ)
σ2nk = nkµτ(1− µτ)
nk+1 = [µY + µnk + Q-1(1-p)(µY + σ2nk )1/2]
bk = [λτ − nkµτ + Q-1(1-q)[λτ + nkµτ)1/2].

Tm = inf{t > 0 : Xt = m}.

Q denotes the Q-function and [y] denotes the smallest integer
greater than y.
As stated earlier, it is a simplification to assume that the
arrival process is stationary. From an estimated arrival rate an
upgrade point could be computed adaptively as the estimated
arrival rate changes in time as described in Section 3. We shall
refer to the scheduling algorithm as proactive resource
provisioning (PRP) for the remainder of the paper.

We want nk to be the smallest state such that when we start at the
last update state nk-1, Tnk is greater than T with confidence p. For
notational convenience let
Pk(A) = P(A | X0 = k).
Then
nk = min{m > nk-1: Pnk-1 (Tm > T) ≥ p}.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS
We describe the simulation scenarios used to evaluate the
performance of the PRP scheme. Call durations were modeled as
i.i.d. exponentially distributed random variables with a mean of 2
minutes. The call arrival process for each source-destination stub
pair was modeled as a Poisson arrival process with a right
continuous step intensity function, λ (t). We present two sets of
simulations.
The first set considers provisioning a single OC-3 link
between two peer ASes which each serve one stub network. All
calls are initiated in one stub and are destined for the other. The
arrival rate increases and then decreases in a manner that mimics
empirically measured arrival rates. The update frequency and
blocking rate statistics are examined, and the time average
utilization is compared to that which would have been observed if
provisioning is done statically applying the Erlang B formula to
the busiest hour.
The second set applies PRP to a network of six ASes and five
links each consisting of two OC-3 links. A naive distributed
admission control strategy is used in conjunction with the
provisioning provided by PRP. The purpose of this simulation set
is to determine how much of the average utilization gained in
using PRP over static dimensioning is lost when global knowledge
of the link provisioning is unavailable at the admission points into
the core network.

We take into consideration that updating an SLA takes nonnegligible time τ. Hence, the bandwidth broker should request
additional bandwidth so that, with high confidence, the number of
net new calls in time τ will not exceed this buffer bandwidth. More
precisely, when we start in state X0 = nk we seek the smallest state
nk + bk such that Tnk + bk is greater than τ, with confidence q.
bk = min{m > 0: Pnk(Tm+nk > τ) ≥ q}.
The schedule of update states is given by {ni}. The schedule of
bandwidth quotas is given by {Ni = ni + bi}.
We approximate the hitting time probability with the
transition probabilities of an M/M/∞ queue. Justification of this
approximation may be found in [18].
We again recursively calculate the update states {ni} with n0
= 0, this time using transition probabilities. We want nk to be the
smallest state such that when we start at the last update state nk-1
with confidence p, XT is strictly less than nk.
nk = min{m : P(XT < m | X0 = nk-1) ≥ p}.
We choose the buffer bandwidth bk for the kth update state to
be the smallest state such that when we start at the update state nk,
with confidence q, Xτ is strictly less than nk + bk.
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Figure 4. Single Link: T = 1 minute

Figure 5. Single Link T = 5 minutes

We find that PRP achieves higher link utilization than static
schemes while maintaining prescribed stochastic bounds on update
frequencies.
For all simulations we took τ to be 1 minute. Parameters p
and q were taken to be 5% and 1% respectively in all simulations
except for the multi-link simulation where p was taken to be 1%.
The arrival rate is estimated with the MLE over sliding fiveminute. The mean holding time is assumed to be known.

The last row in Table 1 and 2, corresponding to T = ∞, was
calculated using the Erlang B formula to determine the
provisioning required to achieve a blocking probability of 0.01,
which equals our prescribed parameter q for the simulations, for
the peak arrival rate prescribed over the 500 simulated minutes.
Note all prescribed inequalities are satisfied while the average
utilization of provisioned resources compares favorably to the
average utilization achieved through static worst-hour
provisioning.
Not surprisingly, decreasing the value of T increases
bandwidth efficiency. The sharp drop in average utilization shown
in Table 1 when T is increased beyond 1 minute can be explained
by PRP's conservative return bandwidth policy. In Figure 5 at
about 250 minutes into the simulation the bandwidth quota is
increased perhaps a bit too proactively, and PRP waits over an
hour for the demand to drop significantly prior to returning the
bandwidth.

Single Link
Figures 4 and 5 depict typical realizations for a prescribed
threshold update period T of 1 minute and 5 minutes respectively.
The daily variability used here is consistent with measurements of
the number of calls placed at Stanford University's telephone
exchange during every hour of a weekday averaged over a period
of six months in 1995 [19]. The same trial was repeated 1000
times for different T. The relevant statistics are shown in Tables 1
and 2.
The random variable Tobs is the time interval between
quota update request events. P*(Tobs > T) and E*Tobs are the
empirical tail distribution and sample mean of Tobs respectively.
U* is the time average utilization of the provisioned resources.
PB*P is the sample mean of maximum of observed ratios of
blocked calls to arrived calls within a τ time interval over a single
simulation run, and B*P is the sample mean of the observed ratio
of blocked calls to arrived calls over an entire simulation run.

Multiple links
PRP specifies only a resource provisioning strategy. An
admission control scheme is not prescribed here but is necessary to
complement PRP. Recall distributed admission control at the
edges of the DiffServ core expedites admission decisions. Here
we demonstrate PRP's effectiveness in a multi-link network where
spare capacity of all inter-AS links are not known at all times to
admission control points at the edge of the DiffServ core. Each AS
applies PRP provisioning on each of its outgoing links in the
network shown in Figure 6.
Each AS broadcasts to all its neighbors its spare capacity to
each given stub network. An AS receiving the broadcast from an
upstream AS knowing its own spare capacity on the inter-AS link
from which it received the broadcast takes the minimum of that
spare capacity and the spare capacity in the broadcast message.

Table 1. Single Link: Update and Utilization Statistics
T (min.)
1
5

P*(Tobs > T)
0.997
0.996

E*Tobs (min.)
1.74
22.8

U*
0.908
0.654

10

0.996
-

25.5
-

0.633
0.194

∞

Table 2. Single Link: Blocking Rate Statistics
T (min.)
1
5
10
∞
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PB*P
0.048
0.011
0.012
-

B*P
5.6 × 10-5
4.9 × 10-5
5.5× 10-5
0.01

Figure 6. Multiple Links Toplogy
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In conjunction with a distributed admission control scheme,
PRP facilitates fast session initialization without sacrificing
blocking probability or network utilization while controlling the
rate at which SLA adjustments are made.
Additionally, PRP enables any given AS to make
provisioning adjustments independently of the states and actions of
all other ASes. The downside of having each AS pair renegotiate
asynchronously is that no end-to-end guarantees can be made on
end-to-end resource availability. In this sense PRP provides besteffort end-to-end resource allocation. The simulation results,
however, suggest that stringent coordination of provisioning of AS
peering links is not necessary. Indeed, despite a lack of end to-end
coordination among ASes, increases and decreases along particular
end-to-end paths are correlated since reservation adjustments are
made based on measured load levels. Thus, although each AS-pair
makes provisioning adjustments asynchronously with respect to
other pairs, end-to-end like provisioning is roughly met.
Furthermore, these adjustments do not require flooding the IP
network with control messages. Again, allocations occur
independently and moreover asynchronously without need for
ASes to broadcast allocation decisions to each other. By design
only changes in traffic along a given inter-AS link initiate an
adjustment along that inter-AS link which limits the
communication overhead making PRP a scalable provisioning
strategy. Together with a good distributed admission control
scheme, PRP requires marginal overhead within the core of the
network.
Given how encouraging the simulation studies in multi-AS
networks were, developing models that predict the multi-AS
simulation results is a natural next step that we plan to pursue. We
feel, however, that the most interesting future direction is to make
PRP robust against modeling error. PRP could be fashioned to
observe the objectives of interest — update frequency, utilization,
and blocking rate — and make adjustments that move the observed
objectives in the desired direction. This approach presents new
challenges. While utilization and SLA update frequency may be
monitored locally at an AS, blocking probability is only
observable at the edges of a network where admission decisions
are made. Adapting PRP to make decisions locally at an AS based
on information from the edges is critical to making PRP practically
applicable to all delay-sensitive applications with session
initialization requirements.

Table 3. Multiple Link Network: Update and Utilization Statistics
Link
1
2
3

P*(Tobs > 10 min)
1.0
0.99
0.95

E*Tobs (min.)
57.4
84.6
75.5

U*
0.622
0.585
0.617

Us*
0.161
0.162
0.287

Table 4. Multiple Link Network: Blocking Rate Statistics
Source/Destination Pairs
AC
BD

PB*P
0.006
0.004

B*P
5.0 × 10-5
3.2 × 10-5

It then broadcasts this minimum to all inter-AS edges other than
the one it received the broadcast. This is reminiscent of distance
vector routing where nodes announce their distances to a given
sink but not the routes. Broadcasts are made both periodically
with a specified inter-broadcast time and whenever an update in
quota occurs on any link in the network. We acknowledge this
scheme fails to scale, but we require some distributed admission
control scheme to evaluate PRP in the network. More scalable
distributed admission control schemes such as the one described in
[20] which uses Explicit Congestion Notification do exist and may
be used with PRP.
Broadcasts occur every 5 minutes. T was taken to be 10
minutes. Calls arrive for two different source-destination pairs —
stub A to stub C and stub B to stub D. The arrival rate for stub A
to stub C increases to a peak rate at 250 minutes and then
decreases symmetrically before settling down to a constant rate of
100 calls per minute. The arrival rate for stub B to stub C is the
reflection about the 350-minute mark of the arrival rate for stub A
to stub C calls. Note that the second goal stated at the end of
Section 2 may be violated when using a distributed admission
control policy. Here the broadcast frequency was chosen high
enough so that at no time did the number of active calls exceed the
allocated quota on any link for all 1000 runs.
Update and utilization statistics are shown in Table 3, and
blocking rate statistics are shown in Table 4. Again the specified
stochastic bounds are met. The last column in Table 3 shows the
average utilization achieved by statically provisioning for the
worse case arrival rate with the prescribed 0.01 probability of call
blocking.
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6. Conclusion
Our key contributions are: 1) provisioning resources to meet a
statistical guarantee on the SLA renegotiation frequency in
addition to connection blocking probabilities; 2) demonstrating
that our AS pair scheme run asynchronously for all AS pairs in a
multi-AS network efficiently uses reserved resources.
We emphasize that PRP and distributed admission control
complement and do not take the place of the other. PRP as it is
presented here does not announce what resources have been
provisioned. It is up to the admission control scheme to determine
what resources have been provisioned within the network by PRP.
At the same time, distributed admission control schemes at best
only ensure in-session QoS requirements such as low latency but
have no control over call blocking probability. The latter QoS
requirement can be met only by judicious SLA provisioning.
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